
Pembroke Conservation Commission 
Meeting Minutes 
February 8, 2016 

 

 In attendance: Ammy Heiser (Chair), Carol Bertsimas (Vice), Ayn Whytemare (Sec.), 
Brian Mrazik (Monitoring), Steve Fowler Absent: Mike Crockwell (BOS), Kevin Krebs 
(PB), David Baril 

1. Call to Order @7:05 pm  
2. Conservation Lands:  

a. Beck: Violation letters Review of 445 Micol Road violation (Fish). Slight 
adjustment of language to be done by Brian Mrazik. He will be sending an electronic 
copy for us to review. (Final copy attached) 

b. Monitoring Update It is snowing, wait for spring. 
c. Other Frustration over reluctance of town to recognize violations. Has 

extended to hazardous waste, taking wood from conservation land, boundary violations.  
3. Review and Approve Minutes ~ January 11th Ammy moved to accept, Carol 
seconded. All in favor.   
4. Planning Board Applications Were not any and technical review committee was 
cancelled. 
5. DES Letters and Applications None. 
6. Potential Acquisitions:  

a. Sixth Range Rd Parcel Still have not heard anything from BOS. 
7. Northern Pass:  

a. Pembroke Petition to Intervene Brian wrote the letter to sign us up with the 
NH Site Evaluation Committee (SEC).  

b. NP Questions: Regarding the Impact of Line Burial There are ways to get 
a line underneath a wetland with boring but we are unsure how that would work 
with the size electrical line they are proposing. Concern that to bury the line in the 
conventional way it would severely impact some prime wetlands. On the other 
hand, the overhead lines will require more clearing of forests and regular 
maintenance to keep the vegetation down. (Additional questions and material 
attached) 
c. 5 Rivers: NP Mitigation Proposal From Ken Stern, 2 parcels the NP has 
purchased and are of concern. Unclear what they want us to do with this 
information. 

ACTION ITEM: Ammy will call Five Rivers Conservation Trust to see what they mean by 
this communication. 
8. Other Business:  

a. 2016 Budget Have not received a confirmation from the BOS. 
b. NRI Rick VandePol needs to be contacted for him to finish the job he started.  



9. Mail and Correspondences Acknowledgement from Five Rivers that they monitored 
Hillman, and plea for money from SPNHF.  
10. Adjournment  8:24 

NEXT MEETING ON MARCH 14TH  



Questions for Eversource/Northern Pass 

1. How much wider does the existing Right of Way need to be? 
2. What is the construction disturbance (immediate effect)? Overhead vs. burying 

lines. 
3. What are the long-term disturbance issues? What maintenance will need to be 

done? Overhead vs. burying lines. 
4. What effect will the electric lines have to people living next to or using the area? 

Overhead vs. burying lines. 
5. What do areas look like 10 years after? Overhead vs. burying lines. 
6. Can some wetlands be drilled underneath with a bore to minimize impact? 
7. If we bury the lines, how long will they last? Under what condition would they 

have to dig them up? 
8. Why aren’t these power lines being put in existing corridors? (I-93) 

 

 





 







 


